
Lightbars

Lightbar SR-5 LED
5 LED lamps
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the bar available upon request

MORE

SR - Supplementary lamps PS-2 LED
set of lamps for lightbars
2 LED lamps
supplementary lamps are attached to the lamps on the sides

MORE

Lightbar SR-5
5 halogen lamps
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the bar available upon request

MORE

SR - Supplementary lamps PS-2
set of lamps for lightbars
2 halogen lamps
supplementary lamps are attached to the lamps on the sides

MORE
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Lightbar SR-5 LED with beacon adapters
5 LED lamps + two adapters for attaching beacons
electronics protect the battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the lightbar available upon request

MORE

Lightbar SR-5 with beacon adapters
5 halogen lamps + two adapters for attaching beacons
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the bar available upon request

MORE

Lightbar SR-5 LED with beacon holders
5 LED lamps + holders for attaching beacons by 3 screws
electronics protect the battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the bar available upon request

MORE

Lightbar SR-5 with beacon holders
5 halogen lamps + holders for attaching beacons by three screws
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 10m cable
control with optical check of the function modes
various widths of the bar available upon request

MORE

Lightbar SR-TURBO LED
10 LED lamps
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 15m cable
control with optical check of the function modes

MORE
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Lightbar SR-TURBO
10 halogen lamps
electronics protect battery from deep discharge
remote control with 15m cable
control with optical check of the function modes

MORE
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